periods, and consequently only the costs of inventory management are of concern. In the t-th period, t = 1, 2, * * , N, we let dt = amount demanded it = interest charge per unit of inventory carried forward to period t+ 1 st = ordering (or setup) cost xt = amount ordered (or manufactured). 3 We assume that all period demands and costs are non-negative. The problem is to find a program xt _ 0, t-1, 2, *., N, such that all demands are met at a minimum total cost; any such program, which need not be unique, will be termed optimal.
Of course one method of solving the optimization problem is to enumerate 
I+ZN-:-dN
Consequently we compute ft, starting at t N, as a function of I; ultimately we derive fi, thereby obtaining ari optimal solution as I for period 1 is specified. Theorem 2 below establishes that it is permissible to confine consideration to only N + 2 -t, t> 1, values of I at period t.
By taking cognizance of the special properties of our model, we may formulate an alternative functional equation which has the advantage of potentially requiring less than N periods' data to obtain an optimal program; that is, it may 3We confine ourselves, as one does in the static model, to situations in which (nearly) constant lead or delivery time is a workable approximation to reality. be possible without any loss of optimality to narrow our program commitment to a shorter "planning horizon" than N periods on the sole basis of data for this horizon. Just as one may prove that in a linear programming model it suffices to investigate only basic sets of variables in search of an optimal solution, we shall demonstrate that in our model an optimal solution exists among a very simple class of policies.
It is necessary to postulate that di ? 0 is demand in period 1 net of starting inventory.5 Then the fundamental proposition underlying our approach asserts that it is sufficient to consider programs in which at period t one does not both place an order and bring in inventory. Theorem 1. There exists an optimal program such that Ixt 0 for all t (where I is inventory entering period t).
Proof: Suppose an optimal program suggests both to place an order in period t and to bring in I (i.e., Ixt > 0). Then it is no more costly to reschedule the purchase of I by including the qualntity in xt, for this alteration does not incur any additional ordering cost and does save the cost it-1I ? 0.
Note that the theorem does not hold if our model includes buying or production costs which are not constant and identical for all periods. In the latter case, economies of scale might very well call for the carrying of inventory into period t even when an order or setup takes place in t [6] .
Two corollaries follow from the theorem. Theorem 2. There exists an optimal program such that for all t Xi= 0 or EZ1t dj for some k, t < k < N.
Proof: Since all demands must be met, any other value for xt implies there exists a period t* > t such that Ixt* > 0; but Theorem 1 assures that it is sufficient to consider programs in which such a condition does not arise.
The implication of Theorem 2 is that we can limit the values of I in (2) for period t to zero and the cumulative sums of demand for periods t up to N. If initial inventory is zero, then only N(N + 1)/2 different values of I in toto over the entire N periods need be examined. Theorem S. There exists an optimal program such that if dt* is satisfied by some xt** , t** < t*, then dt, t = t** + 1, ... , t*-1, is also satisfied by xt** .
Proof: In a program not satisfying the theorem, either I for period t** is positive or I for period t* is brought into some period t', t** < t' < t*, where xt, > 0; but again by Theorem 1, it is sufficient to consider programs in which such conditions do not arise. 6 In other words, we let Io = 0 by netting out starting inventory from demand in period 1. If the level of starting inventory in fact exceeds the total demand in period 1, then the "forward" algorithm to be suggested may not be correct. In particular, Theorem 1 below may not hold for period 1; in such a case (2) still remains applicable. A sufficient condition for the existence of a forward solution is that sg is monotonically non-increasing. An optimal solution is found then by using up initial inventory period by period until, at some t, the inventory remaining does not meet the demand; at this point, our suggested algorithm is commenced.
We next investigate a condition under which we may divide our problem into two smaller subproblems. With the present formulation, (7) is computed, starting at t = 1. At any period t, (7) implies that only t policies need to be considered. The minimum in (7) need not be unique, so that there may be alternative optimal solutions. When we derive F(N), we shall have solved the problem for N is the last period to be considered. Finally we come to what is perhaps the most interesting property of our model.
The Planning Horizon Theorem.6 If at period t* the minimum in (7) occurs for j = t** < t*, then in periods t > t* it is sufficient to consider only t** ? j < t. In particular, if t* = t**, then it is sufficient to consider programs such that xt* > 0.
Proof: Without loss of optimality we restrict our attention to programs of the form specified in Theorems 1-4. Suppose a program suggests that dt is satisfied by xt***, where t*** < t** ? t* < t. Then by Theorem 3 dt* is also satisfied by xt*** . But by hypothesis we know that costs are not increased by rescheduling the program to let dt* be satisfied by xt** > 0. 8 The reader may wish to prove the corresponding theorem for (2): Let I** be the value of incoming inventory associated with min, ft*(I); then in period t < t* it is sufficient to consider only 0 ; I < I** + z' di . In particular, if I** = 0, then it is sufficient to consider programs such that I -0 at period t*.
The planning horizon theorem states in part that if it is optimal to incur a setup cost in period t* when periods 1 through t* are considered by themselves, then we may let xt* > 0 in the N period model without foregoing optimality. By Theorems 1 and 4 it follows further that we may adopt an optimal program for periods 1 through t* -I considered separately.
The Algorithm
The algorithm at period t*, t* = 1, 2, * , N, may be generally stated as 1. Consider the policies of ordering at period t**, t** = 1, 2, ... , t*, and filling demands dt , t = t**, t** + 1, , t*, by this order. 2. Determine the total cost of these t* different policies by adding the ordering and holding costs associated with placing an order at period t**, and the cost of acting optimally for periods 1 through t** -1 considered by themselves. The latter cost has been determined previously in the computations for periods t = I, 2, .. *, t* -1.
3. From these t* alternatives, select the minimum cost policy for periods 1 through t* considered independently.
4. Proceed to period t* + 1 (or stop if t* = N). Table 1 portrays the symbolic scheme for the algorithm. The notation (1, 2, *l, t**) t** + I, t** + 2, *l, t* in Table 1 indicates that an order is placed in period t** + 1 to cover the demands of dt , t = t** + 1, t** + 2, ... * *,t* and the optimal policy is adopted for periods 1 through t** considered separately. At the bottom of the table we record the minimum cost plan for periods 1 through tO. In general, it may be necessary to test N policies at the N-th period, implying a table of N(N + 1)/2 entries (versus 2X-' for all possibilities). Thus the forward algorithm (7) is at least as efficient as (2). As we shall see, the number of entries usually is much smaller than this number if we make full use of the planning horizon theorem. 1 2 . -. -t)  (1) (1. 2) (1. 2. 3) (1. 2. 3. 4)  (1. 2.  N) 4. An Example Table 2 presents a sample set of data for a 12 month period; to simplify computations we have let it = 1 for all t; Table 3 contains the specific calculations.
To illustrate, the optimal plan for period 1 alone is to order (entailing an ordering cost of 85), Table 3 In our example, it is clear that it would never pay to carry inventory from periods 1 or 2 to meet d4, since the carrying charges would exceed the ordering cost in period 4. A fortiori it would never pay to carry inventory from periods 1 or 2 to meet d5, d6, X * * , dv, because to do so would also imply that inventory was being carried to period 4 (Theorem 3).
Note that periods 1 through 8, and 8 through 10 comprise planning horizons. Whenever a time horizon (or a simplification of the type mentioned in the previous paragraph) arises, the entries in the table can be truncated below the southeast diagonal through the entry for (1, 2, t*, -1)t*, as we have done in Table 3 .
For our set of data the optimal policy is 1. Order at period 11, xi, 79 + 56 = 135, and use the optimal policy for periods 1 through 10, implying 2. Order at period 10, xio = 67, and use the optimal policy for periods 1 through 9, implying 3. Order at period 8, x8 = 67 + 45 = 112, and use the optimal policy for periods 1 through 7, implying 4. Order at period 5, X5 = 61 + 26 + 34 = 121, and use the optimal policy for periods 1 through 4, implying 5. Order at period 3, x3 = 36 + 61 = 97, and use the optimal policy for periods 1 through 2, implying 6. Order at period 1, xi = 69 + 29 98. The total cost of the optimal policy is 864. By use of the suggested tabular form, it is also relatively easy to make sensitivity analyses of the solution. For example, the ordering cost in period 2 would have to decrease by more than 73 in order to make it less costly to setup in period 2 than carry inventory from period 1; ordering cost in period 11 would have to increase by more than 37 in order to make it less costly to order in period 10 for the last three periods.
A Steady State Example
In the case of steady state demand and constant ordering and holding costs, our algorithm yields the same result as the standard "square root formula. 
